FORWARD
“SERVING THOSE WHO SERVED”

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is second only to the Department of Defense in the size of its budget and bureaucracy, and the current administration’s budget request for the 2015 fiscal year is almost 164 billion dollars.\(^1\) The VA’s annual budget will continue to increase in the coming years as Vietnam War veterans grow older and those who have served in Iraq and Afghanistan return to the civilian population.\(^2\) Virginia alone is home to over 840,000 veterans.\(^3\) Despite the VA’s massive budget and our country’s growing veteran population, many veterans’ issues are not being adequately addressed, and the legal needs of our veterans require our increased attention.

The VA disability claims backlog and the scandals surrounding VA Medical Centers are the most well-known and publicized veterans’ issues.\(^4\) However, these are only two of the many problems, and our veterans could benefit from increased access to legal services. The unique challenges of military service often result in family, housing, and criminal legal difficulties, among others.\(^5\) The stress created by military service can break families apart, and sometimes result in various family law issues. Service members may find themselves evicted or behind on mortgage and rent payments while serving overseas. Some face eviction or foreclosure when they leave the military and
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cannot find adequate employment, which contributes to veteran homelessness. Some veterans face criminal charges as a result of violent behavior or substance abuse that can be tied to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or other mental health conditions.\(^6\) While the list of legal challenges facing veterans is daunting, the legal community in Virginia and across the country can help.

Virginia is already home to the nationally recognized Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Benefits Clinic at William & Mary Law School. The Puller Clinic focuses primarily on filing and appealing veterans’ disability claims and works in concert with the Center for Psychological Services and Development at Virginia Commonwealth University to help clients with a multi-disciplinary approach.\(^7\) The Puller Clinic provides an excellent example of how law schools can make an impact on veterans’ law issues. In April 2014, the Puller Clinic sponsored the National Conference on Law Clinics Serving Veterans in Washington, D.C., which focused on the legal and psychological needs of veterans, current programs for veterans, and veterans’ benefit law.\(^8\)

Beyond the limited reach of school-based law clinics, there are organizations such as the Virginia Bar Association’s Veterans Task Force, which provides worthy veterans with pro bono legal services.\(^9\) The Task Force matches a specific veteran’s legal needs to an appropriate attorney from the Task Force’s network of pro bono volunteers.\(^10\) Veteran Service Organizations (“VSO”) are another great resource for veterans in need of legal services.\(^11\) While they may not be able to provide attorneys, VSOs can often help veterans obtain appropriate legal counsel and file for services or benefits.\(^12\) It is our hope that in Virginia, and across the country, these different types of entities will begin a
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new era of communication and cooperation in the quest to provide deserving veterans with the legal assistance they need.

In pursuit of uniting legal services providers with those veterans who need legal assistance, the Richmond Journal of Law and the Public Interest focused the 2013 - 2014 Symposium to topics concerning veterans and their advocates. In the fall of 2013, JOLPI hosted a Veterans Law Symposium at the University of Richmond, featuring United States Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA). Senator Kaine has been a zealous advocate for both active duty service members and veterans. His remarks at the Symposium, included within this issue, touched on many of the topics addressed above and the challenges lawyers and lawmakers face in meeting the needs of today’s veterans.

This issue also features articles from two authors who provide insight into issues facing veterans in today’s society. In In Sight, It Must be Right: Judicial Review of VA Decisions for Reasons and Bases vs. Clear Error, David E. Boelzner, a partner in the Veterans Benefits Group at Goodman, Allen & Filetti, PLLC, examines the judicial review of VA Decisions and practical problems facing veterans. Mr. Boelzner has represented veterans and their families before the Department of Veterans Affairs and the courts for over ten years.

Tabatha A. Renz, the wife of an Army Reserve Combat Engineer deployed in Afghanistan, is employed by the Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America. Ms. Renz is a Tillman Military Scholar and her interests focus on policies that affect military families and veterans during post-deployment reintegration. In Veteran’s Treatment Court: A Hand Up Rather than Lock Up, Ms. Renz discusses the importance of Veteran’s Treatment Courts and the need for an increase throughout the country.

No litmus test can determine the day-to-day success or failure of our nations efforts to support our veterans. Likely, it will not be until our next generation of service-members return from foreign wars that we may evaluate whether at this time in our nations history, we fulfilled our obligation. Still, with each effort made by organizations, practitioners, politicians, students, and citizens alike, we take another step
towards meeting the burden of fulfilling our sacred obligation to support our veterans.
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